1 Introduction

Directly verifying security protocol code could help prevent major security flaws in communication systems. C is usually used when implementing security software (e.g. OpenSSL, cryptlib, PolarSSL...) because it provides control over side-channels, performance, and portability all at once, along with being easy to call from a variety of other languages. But those strengths also make it hard to reason about, especially when dealing with high-level logical properties such as authentication.

Verifying high-level code. The most advanced results on verifying implementations of security protocols tackle high-level languages such as F#. Two main verification trends can be identified on high-level languages. The first one aims at soundly extracting models from the program code, and using a cryptography-specific tool such as ProVerif (e.g. fs2pv [BFGT06]) to verify that the extracted protocol model is secure with respect to a given attacker model. The second approach, on the other hand, aims at using general verification tools such as type systems and static analysis to verify security properties directly on the program code. Using general verification tools permits a user with less expert knowledge to verify a program, and also allows a more modular approach to verification, even in the context of security, as argued in [BFG10].

Verifying C code. But very few widely-used security-oriented programs are written in such high-level languages, and lower-level languages such as C are usually favoured. Several approaches have been proposed for analysing C security protocol code [GP05, ULF06, CD08], but we believe them unsatisfactory for several reasons:

- memory-safety assumptions: all three rely on assuming memory-safety properties;
- trusted manual annotations: all three rely on a large amount of trusted manual work,
- unsoundness: both [CD08] and [ULF06] make unsound abstractions and simplifications, which is often not acceptable in a security-critical context,
- scalability issues: [CD08] is limited to bounded, small in practice, numbers of parallel sessions, and we believe [GP05] is limited to small programs due to its whole-program analysis approach.

1.1 Goals

Our goal is to provide a new approach to soundly verify Dolev-Yao security properties of real C code, with a minimal amount of unverified annotations and assumptions, so that it is accessible to non-experts. We do not aim at verifying implementations of encryption algorithms and other cryptographic operations, but their correct usage in secure communication protocols such as TLS. Similarly, our goal is not, at this point, to provide assurances with respect to side-channels, although we believe it is possible to verify information-flow properties with general purpose verifiers.

\[1\]Which may sometimes be purposefully broken as a source of randomness.
2 Framework

Previous approaches to verifying security properties of C programs did not define attacker models at the level of the programming language, since they were based on extracting a more abstract model from the analysed C code (CSur and Aspier), or simply verified compliance of the program to a separate specification (as in Pistachio). However, to achieve our scalability goals, we choose to define an attacker model on C programs, that enables a modular verification of the code.

To avoid issues related to the complex, and often very informal semantics of the C language, we use the F7 notion of a refined module (see [BFG10]). In F7, a refined module consists of an imported and an exported interface, containing function declarations and predicate definitions, along with a piece of type-checked F# code. The main result states that a refined module with empty imported interface cannot go wrong, and careful use of assertions allows one to statically verify correspondence properties of the code. Composition results can also be used to combine existing refined modules whilst ensuring that their security properties are preserved.

We define our attacker model on C programs by translating F7 interfaces into annotated C header files. The F7 notion of an opponent, and the corresponding security results, can then be transferred to C programs that implement an F7-translated header. The type-checking phase in F7 is, in the case of C programs, replaced by a verification phase, in our case using VCC. We trust that VCC is sound, and claim that verifying that a given C program correctly implements a given annotated C header entails that there exists an equivalent (in terms of attacks within our attacker model) F7 implementation of that same interface.

2.1 Translation Overview and Soundness Argument

At the core of the F7 framework is the log, a collection of logical formulas that grows monotonically as a result of F7 assume statements. If it is possible to consider only an abstract log in F7, VCC requires us to represent it as part of the state in a C program (or as part of the ghost state). Thus, we cannot allow the log to contain arbitrary facts in VCC. We choose to restrict it to contain only applications of the event predicates, represented as VCC maps (which can be seen as functional lambdas). We argue that this restriction makes the verification more convincing when the user is a non-expert, since it does not allow him to add arbitrary facts that may introduce inconsistencies to the log. Finally, we use VCC type invariants to constrain the log to grow monotonically, and we declare all predicates as an uninterpreted function with the log as an implicit argument.

We believe that this translation of the log preserves its semantics, and thus that VCC’s soundness implies the soundness of our analysis with respect to the F7 framework. However, we do not yet have a soundness proof.

3 Case Study

We show how our approach can be used in practice to verify a simple implementation of an authenticated Remote Procedure Call protocol, that authenticates the pair of communicating parties using a pre-shared key, and links requests and responses together. We show that different styles of C code can be verified using this approach, with varying levels of required annotations, very few of which are trusted by the verifier. We argue that a large part of the required annotations are memory-safety related and would be necessary to verify other properties of the C code, including to verify the memory-safety assumptions made by previous approaches.
4 Conclusion

We define an attacker model for C code by interpreting verified C programs as F7 refined modules. We then describe a method to statically prove the impossibility of attacks against C code in this attacker model using VCC [CDH+09], a general C verifier. This approach does not rely on unverified memory-safety assumptions, and the amount of trusted annotations is minimal. We also believe it is as sound and scalable as the verifier that is used. Moreover, we believe our approach can be adapted for use with any contract-based C verifier, and could greatly benefit from the important recent developments in that area.
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